


Dear gentlemen: 
Officials and storage export and procurement  
Greetings after……,  

 ..We are honored that we offer you our services and is one of the biggest 
companies specialized in all integrated logistics services. (Customs clearance 
and shipping, land, sea and air fright.)..and import and export, and 
requirements. For factories and companies of major equipment, production 
lines and raw materials. As shown in the attached file, which contains all of 
the major companies and government activities that we are dealing with and  

Certificates Obtained by our company in that field 
 
Product innovation is supervised by an Egyptian company sincere 100% which 
is one of the most successful solutions to the problems of logistics, storage 
and export,………….Dandy pallet, which is a leap in the field of logistics 
solutions. And is provided for the companies in each of  (transport & storage 
& cost & time ) as well as to many other benefits 
  
We are pleased to know you that our company is the exclusive distributor 
factory in Egypt and the world as a private intellectual property rights in our 
company 



*.. Beautiful form for export to all over the world, ease of use and the possibility of choice of 
color and design and write the name of the company on the pallet not only the manufacturing 
pallet only where the manufacture cages display hinge and pallet proportions in all forms and 

multiple designs to comply with all storage systems and mobilization 

 - :In the case of using the pallet its advantages are as following 



*.. The medium-saving in price between the plastic or wood pallets is used in cargo 
storage, where it is lightweight and easy to store and is stored in a manner to provide 
overlap in storage areas by 1:8 for each pallet of any other type 

 

*.. Bear all environmental factors such as heat as well as extreme cold, with materials 
soundproofed to prevent interaction with any chemical or pharmaceutical or food in all 
types of companies, so we export frozen meat and poultry, different countries 

 

*.. Provides a lot of cost, where the long-life and cannot withstand the maximum 
operating conditions, and strong and solid, in the case of used within production halls 

trucking ..&storage... 



*.. The medium-saving in price between the plastic or wood pallets is used in cargo 
storage, where it is lightweight and easy to store and is stored in a manner to provide 
overlap in storage areas by 1:8 for each pallet of any other type 

 
*.. fully exempted from the Agriculture fumigation, which provides the time and cost 
of the fees and the storage and avoid risks of insects and re-export containers, as well 
as the fees and fines entering the container yard, where it offers listing is detected on 
the port, leading to provide about $70 dollars entry fee disclosure and shows Square. 
In the case of the export of wood pallet must enter the arena and pay fees, such as 
port of East Port Said, as well as in the case of exporting plastic pallets to achieve the 
same purpose, the cost would be very high 

 
*.. The pallet weights 3 : 1 compared to any other pallet plastic or wooden pallet, 
making it provided for in air freight operations 



*.. Provides a lot of cost, where the long-life and cannot withstand the maximum operating 
conditions, and strong and solid, in the case of used within production halls 

 
*.. it is easy to control in the form of design and dimensions of the pallet so suitable for all goods, 
where we are working with cement companies and petrochemicals and medicines, food products 

and electric tools are designed to fit with weight the pallet sizes devices leverages the container. 
 

, we are happy to deal with you and offer facilities and gifts in the case of a request for a quantity of Finally
palletsthose  

 

 


